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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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Developing Facebook Platform Applications with Rails (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Developing Facebook Platform Applications with Rails leads you through the steps necessary to build your first application. You'll get hands-on experience with Facebook technologies such as FBML and FQL, and master messaging and news feeds.
  You'll do more than just study the Facebook API-you'll get practical tips from an experienced...
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A Mathematician Plays the Stock MarketBasic Books, 2001

	From America's wittiest writer on mathematics, a lively and insightful book on the workings of stock markets and the basic irrationality of our dreams of wealth.


	Can a renowned mathematician successfully outwit the stock market? Not when his biggest investment is WorldCom.


	In A Mathematician Plays the Stock...
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Google Flutter Mobile Development Quick Start Guide: Get up and running with iOS and Android mobile app developmentPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A fast-paced guide to get you started with cross-platform mobile application development with Google Flutter

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the fundamentals of Flutter and get started with cross-platform mobile app development.
	
			Learn about different widgets in Flutter and...
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Managing Mission - Critical Domains and DNS: Demystifying nameservers, DNS, and domain namesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will give you an all encompassing view of the domain name ecosystem combined with a comprehensive set of operations strategies. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Manage infrastructure, risk, and management of DNS name servers. Get hands-on with factors like types of name servers, DNS queries and and...
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La Passione: How Italy Seduced the WorldCrown, 2019

	A jubilant celebration of Italy’s outsize impact on culture, from literature to art, music to movies, that “masterfully examines the multitude of reasons why so many people fall in love with Italy and the Italian lifestyle” (Forbes)

	

	Can you imagine painting without Leonardo, opera...
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Windows 2000(r) Active Directory Survival Guide: Planning and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The biggest challenge and opportunity for IS departments approaching Windows 2000 is probably Active Directory (AD), which can reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) and simplify administration. For any IS professional or administrator, Windows 2000 Active Directory Survival Guide provides both a high-level introduction and a hands-on guide...
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Adobe® Illustrator® CS2 CLASSROOM IN A BOOKAdobe Press, 2005
How often have you wished you had access to the team behind  your favorite software--in this case, Adobe Illustrator--so that you could  really pick their brains about all of its coolest features? With this book, you  do. In these pages, the Adobe Creative Team gives you a guided tour of the  graphics powerhouse, Adobe...
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Programming AtlasO'Reilly, 2006
Learn how to deliver richer, more interactive web experiences to your users using ASP.NET "Atlas," Microsoft's new framework for building Ajax-savvy web sites. Web developers of all persuasions have embraced the Ajax suite of technologies (Javascript, HTTP, XML and more) as a way to implement pages that are faster,...
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Applied XML: A Toolkit for ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Looking past much of the hype surrounding XML, Applied XML provides a real-world guide to the XML used in the latest browsers and server-side solutions. Approachable yet filled with useful specifics about XML standards, this book fills a valuable niche for any IS professional, including Java developers.
 The notable feature here is the...
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OpenEdge Development: Progress 4GL HandbookProgress Software Corporation, 2003
This book is a comprehensive tour of all the essential elements of the Progress 4GL. The Progress 4GL remains by far the most powerful and comprehensive language for developing serious business applications. Combined with the Progress RDBMS(tm) database and the other components of the Progress OpenEdge(tm) product family, the Progress 4GL can...
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Effective JavaScript: 68 Specific Ways to Harness the Power of JavaScript (Effective Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2012

	“It’s uncommon to have a programming language wonk who can speak in such comfortable and friendly language as David does. His walk through the syntax and semantics of JavaScript is both charming and hugely insightful; reminders of gotchas complement realistic use cases, paced at a comfortable curve....
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